These new titles are available today in your library. We also have a number of new DVDs that have just arrived including *The Imitation Game*, *Big Hero 6*, and *Wild*.

**Cop watch: spectators, social media, and police reform**

From Barnes and Noble: “This sympathetic and informed analysis details the concerns of both disgruntled citizens and unsettled police. Their interactions are played out on a broad stage, from 1960s riots and Kerner Commission findings, to 2011 accusations of police brutality in Seattle. In this unflinching examination of the power of the crowd and society to shape police practice, Toch provides a uniquely compelling look at the struggles and complexities of policing in a volatile world.”

**The American Vice Presidency: from irrelevance to power**

From Library Journal: “While U.S. presidential names usually bring to mind facts for history buffs to reflect on, vice presidents, such as -Schuyler Colfax and Garret Hobart may be total strangers, despite having been, at one time or another, next in line to lead the nation. Witcover, a political columnist (Baltimore Sun, Washington Post, Los Angeles Times) and author (The Making of an Ink-Stained Wretch; Party of the People), introduces every U.S. vice president chronologically, from John Adams to Joe Biden.”

**Hard to get: twentySomething women and the paradox of sexual freedom**

From Kirkus Reviews: “Sociologist and psychotherapist Bell investigates the generation of women in their 20s who, despite unprecedented opportunities, are struggling to find balance in their emotional and sexual lives. Born after 1972, the year the author identifies as a cultural turning point for women, this younger generation may have more choices than their foremothers, but she claims, they are also confused and overwhelmed by them...Though it's far from being a self-help book, the author does offer some sage advice for young women navigating this brave new world. Insightful case studies that explore how young women are negotiating the pressures of sexual and professional liberation.”
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"Google can bring you back 100,000 answers. A librarian can bring you back the right one." – Neil Gaiman